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ABOUT US

GreenFX W.L.L. is in service since 2007, headquartered in the Kingdom of Bahrain to 
incorporate reliable business paradigms based on various technology platforms. During 
this short span of time, GreenFX managed to reach the top layer of solution providers in 
the Kingdom with approximately 40% market share. GreenFX is known for its proficiency 
and products on Microsoft .net & Tally. ERP 9 / Server 9 Technology and is identified as one 
of the major Tally solution providers at a global level. Today, GreenFX is one of the key ERP 
solutions Provider / Integrator in the Middle East for delivering proven software solutions 
for numerous Industrial / Business sectors.

GreenFX has grown substantially its branches and partnership offices in UAE, QATAR, 
KUWAIT, INDIA, SUDAN, NIGERIA and GHANA. The company is well diversified in providing  
best breeds of technology products with self developed brands, the likes of ”G- Series” 
and “eBird” which are on Tally & Microsoft platform respectively.

GreenFX has a team of highly qualified professionals across the representing offices, with 
expertise in Technology, Consultancy, Implementation and Marketing.
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OUR SERVICES

IT
• Consultancy 

• Infrastructure Development 

• Software Development,  

  Sales & Implementation 

•  Hardware Sales & Service 

• Security Solutions

Business 
Services
• Advisory Services 
• Business
  Consultancy 
• ISO Consultancy 
• Advertising & 
  Marketing 

Education 
• Tally Academy
  (Tally Accounting  
  Professional Courses) 

Professional 
Services 
• Book Keeping   
  Services 
• Internal Audit 
• Hosted Accounting  
  Services 

Green FX provides solutions in Tally & MS .NET Platform that are reliable, robust & scalable 
for a dynamic environment where people, process & technology blend seamlessly. Our 
approach focuses on novel methods of business, combining IT innovation and adoption 
by keeping purview in an organization’s current IT assets. We develop simple, reliable, 
flexible and cost effective solutions that are adaptable to the client’s environment. Our 
team is always equipped with the global technology updates and hence, evaluate and 
review our processes and knowledge-base to implement the best available solutions 
that can add value to our customers.

OVERVIEW
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TRADING & RETAIL SOLUTIONS

We live in challenging times. There are macro-economic trends that affect us all: 
Globalization, Digitalization, Urbanization, Regulation, Reputation and Risk. The 
world is changing, the operating environment is changing and clients needs and 
expectations are changing as they evolve and become more complex. To pact with all 
these complexities we introduce to you an integrated suite for Merchandising, store 
operation, retail point-of-sale and credit sales for single, multi store or multi-location 
specialty retail stores. Our success is measured by the success of our customers 
who had experienced significant growth in their business after implementation of 
our products and services. We pride ourselves in delivering Retail / Wholesale / POS 
Trading solution that are multi-purpose and reliable, as well as high quality, flexible, 
scalable & affordable.

Trading Solution for Multi-Sized Business Units

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Multi company, Location, Currency options
• Procurement & Inventory planning
• Multi level pricing
• Multi level approvals
• Credit management / Retail POS
• Customer loyalty management

• Barcode printing and Scanning
• Sales order / Delivery management
• Budgeting and Forecasting
• Multi dimensional financial reports
• Remote access & Data synchronization
• Integrated finance & HR
• MIS Reports

Accomplish Targeted 
 Results in Business
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MANUFACTURING

Modern era is more vibrant and vigilant. And thus, the manufacturing sector is developing in a full-fledged way too. The process of 
manufacturing has become too complicated. The sector faces numerous challenges in today’s market place. In order to deal with 
this entire complex situation we have come across with our innovative manufacturing solution. Our solution will accompany you to 
face the challenges and to implement a financial system into work with an integrated Industrial-Strength Manufacturing System. To 
stay ahead in the global competitive market, manufacturing enterprises need to be agile and flexible while maintaining high security 
level and clear business overview. Therefore we offer you a Multi-level tracking of manufacturing, inventory and work in process 
(WIP) so that you could increase sales by handling the cost pressures, improve quality and thereby increase the industry image and 
achieve excellence by overcoming challenges.

Accelerate Productive Manufacturing Alternatives

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Unlimited tree level grouping of inventories 
   (Both raw materials & Finished goods)
• Order management
• Inventory management
• Documents attachment facility
• Sales management
• Integration options to web sales / Mobile applications
• Multiple location / Bins and Units options
• Batch process, with expiry dates (for perishable goods)
• Bar code creation
• Automated assembly transactions, with BOM consumption
• Multiple levels of costing methods (FIFO, LIFO, HIFO, AVERAGE…)

• Multiple production levels / Stages monitoring
• Quotation / Sales order / Job order processing
• Industry-standard MIS reports
• Minimum, Maximum and Reorder level settings
• Pending order history with ageing
• Production planning
• Manpower allocation to individual unit’s produced
• Multi level approval process
• Finite / Infinite scheduling
• Customizable layouts and Reports
• Integrated finance & HR
• MIS Reports

Transform 
 Reverie to a Reality



Live Account Proof
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FIXED ASSET MANAGEMENT

Organizations face a significant contest to track the location, quantity, condition, maintenance and depreciation status of their fixed 
assets. Keeping an accurate method of tracking of these assets is a major concern for the companies regardless of its size. G-Series 
Fixed asset management is an advanced business solution that adds on an ultimate asset accounting and Reporting standards to 
the financial management system. It offers standard and user defined depreciation methods. G-Series Fixed asset management 
supports the core financial system, to manage the entire lifecycle of the assets, from the stage of procurement to transfers and 
disposals, by maintaining the industry standards & Reports. The system generated reports are useful for the finance team as well 
as the management to evaluate the performance of assets for an Intelligent & timely decision making.

An Advanced Business Solution Adding Value to Core FMS

SALIENT FEATURES
• FA Procurement process
• Automated depreciation process
• Vendor and Service centre information
• Disposal work sheet
• Salvage value information
• General ledger posting
• Periodical closing process and Summary reports
• Period close summary
• Fixed asset summary
• Net book valuation
• Periodical movement analysis
• Integrated finance & HR

ASSETS
• Unlimited grouping
• Unlimited categorization                     
• Names and Codes
• Barcode generation
• Location wise identification
• Transfer forms
• User wise Identification
• Revaluation
• Disposal & Sales automated depreciation adjustment
• Value addition on existing assets
• Asset wise expense history and Reports
• MIS Reports
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A Key to Enhance Your Professional Service & Customer Satisfaction
F & B MANAGEMENT

Food is a basic human necessity. Since we can’t survive without it, the demand for food 
never declines. But with ingredients whose expiration date varies depending on how they 
are stored and processed, commodity prices that are affected by halfway around the world, 
and dizzying array of global safety standards, the challenges within the food and beverage 
industry are not for the faint of heart. Hence, we introduce you a very competent F&B 
management system, Kafe-lite. 

Kafe-lite is designed to streamline the entire F&B operation to enhance the quality and 
professional service to the clients, effortless operational process for the Employees and the 
Accurate & Updated information to the management. Kafe-lite is designed with the most 
modern requirements of the F&B Industry sector, with a blend of Technology and Process 
flow, which enable the user, a fast & efficient system operation with minimal effort.

Kafe-lite POS system is completely integrated with the Procurement, Inventory, Recipe 
management, Sales management, HR / Payroll and Finance management system.

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Automatic price selection (Sales, Quantity discount, Promotional)
• Automatic Tax / Service charge management
• Cash and Credit sales management
• Loyalty management
• Multi level pricing and Approval
• Recipe management
• Access detailed item information directly from Point-of-Sale
• Overall transaction / Line item discount option
• Separate tax exemption at Point of Sale
• Bill hold and Recall option

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Counter sales
• Dine in
• Take away
• Delivery
• Party orders
• Contract supply (Catering)
• Web order integration
• Mobile order taking
• Multi branch/Franchise management

Feel Ease &  
  Enjoy

• Perform post-voids and Partial returns
• Perform drops and Payouts
• Add or Update customer information
• Look up and Search of customer data
• Recall customer sales history
• Pop-Up calculator and Virtual key board
• Reprint receipts
• User-Defined reminder messages
• Multi settlement types / Bill splitting
• Integrated finance & HR
• MIS Reports
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PROPERTY & FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Changing market demographics, evolving consumer demands and new economic realities 
will continue to require new approaches to developing and operating real estate. Managing 
the property in an efficient way throughout its life cycle may be a very serious issue in 
today’s busy life. Property and facility management is a complex job with lots of clientele 
details. Knowing who, what, when and where of every detail is the key to achieve perfection. 
Therefore, In order to keep your businesses running in the most productive way it is important 
to have an adequate property and facility management solution. Our developers have come 
across with an ample solution to your entire problem with a brand new property and facility 
management. This overall comprehensive solution is designed to offer a robust, widespread 
exposure and proactive management of potential improvement in the field of Property 
& Facility management. The solution provides an effective analysis and optimization of 
management cost and encompasses multiple disciplines to ensure functionality of the built 
environment by Integrating people, place process & technology.

A Comprehensive Solution for Small, Medium & Large Realtors

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Facility / Lease contract management
• Tenant management
• Multiple auto start / End recurring charges
• Automated rental invoicing 
• Post-Dated cheque management
• Security deposits and Re-fund management
• Agency and Brokerage management
• Renewal and Vacancy alerts
• Complaint registration / Tracking & Maintenance management
• Estimation, Requisition and Procurement process flow
• Individual unit performances reports and Consolidation
• Consolidated & Individual property financial Info
• Integrated email and SMS support
• Integrated finance & HR
• MIS Reports

Foster Your Wealth
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Construction and Project based firms are operating in a new direction, where 
progressive project-delivery methods such as design-build-operate have become 
mainstream business practice. New service offerings are driving top-line growth 
but also are increasing the complexities of companies risk mitigation strategies. And 
with today’s inflated material prices, engineering companies need a solution that 
gives all stakeholders the timely, accurate business data they can use to mitigate 
risk. The primary challenge of project management is to achieve all the project goals 
and objectives while honoring the preconceived constraints. In order to deal with the 
constraints in project management and attaining at the best results we introduce you 
smart project management software Tally.ERP 9 G- Series. 

Tally ERP 9 integrates information across your organization and helps you in:- 

• Preparing targeted proposals
• Collaborate effectively with the stakeholders
• Monitor and Control project execution
• Optimize equipment
• Reduce the procurement costs
 Contribute maximum output with increased and subtle control over entire phases 

of project life cycle, therefore allowing reduced cost while optimizing the effective 
utilization of key resources.

An Integrated Project Solution in a Single Software Suite Deliver Priceless Outcome

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Project / Job creation
• Manpower allocation to projects
• Estimation based inventory consumption
• Job based / General procurement
• Approval process
• Automated WIP control & Revenue / Cost realization
• Progressive invoicing
• Integrated finance & HR
• MIS Reports
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HOSPITAL & CLINIC MANAGEMENT

Health is Wealth. As development in Health and Medical science is highly discussed 
throughout the world scenario, health institutions have also become an inevitable 
part of our lives. The present trends in this field have also brought about many 
specializations in this area and thus a health institution has become a very hard and 
careful organization to be dealt with. In order to reduce the slip-ups and to provide 
maximum benefit to the patients as well as to utilize maximum potential of the health 
professionals and to provide them with a satisfactory atmosphere in the organization, 
we have come across with a creative and compact Hospital and Clinic management 
solution. An advanced healthcare management tool which provides the benefits of 
streamlined operations, enhanced administration & control, superior patient care, 
strict cost control and improved profitability. The software is divided into different 
modules, each addressing a specific activity of the hospital and thereby facilitating 
better Healthcare management.

A Flexible HMS for Multi Specialty Hospitals & Clinics

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Appointment (Inpatient, Outpatient)
• Ward / Room management
• Cash / Credit / Insurance billing and Accounts
• Insurance and Health plans
• Lab and Pharmacy
• Radiology & X-Ray - Blood bank
• Operation theater management
• Email and SMS alerts
• Ambulance service with GPRS tracking
• Medical checkup and Alerts
• DMS and Archiving medical reports
• Staff scheduling and Allocation / Nursing station
• Inventory & Vendor management
• RTLS support
• Integrated finance & HR
• MIS Reports

Save Time...
 Save Lives
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HR & PAYROLL MANAGEMENT

The wave of technological advancement has revolutionized each and every space of life today and HR in its entity was not left 
untouched by it. To improve the process efficiency, reduce the cost and time spend on mundane tasks and at the same time to improve 
the overall experience of the employees and the HR professionals we have developed a fully integrated workforce management 
solution. The solution enables you to proactively manage HR operations while focusing on strategic business initiatives. To Build a 
complete history of every employee and tailor this information to the unique requirements of the organization is also a highlight of 
our solution. It also helps you to engage in talent management and strategically adapts and deliberates in how to source, attract, 
select, train, develop, retain, promote and move employees through the organization. Manage the complicated requirements of pay 
production while adapting to the ever changing conditions of employment.

Workforce Management Solution

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Recruitment
• Contract management
• Time attendance (Multi location / Site)
• Employee categorization & Grouping
• Attendance & Production types
• Multiple pay heads
• Payroll management
• Job costing integration
• Scheduled cost centre allocation

• Attendance register
• Expat reports
• Document scanning & Management
• Automated gratuity calculation
• Pay slip, Pay sheet & Payroll statements
• Payment report generation
• Employee self service
• Integrated Email & SMS Solutions
• Finance module integration
• Mobile based self service option
• Web based and Server based applications
• MIS Reports

Recruit and Retain Your 
 Company’s Key Talent
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Taking a break from the daily busy schedule of every individual is a necessity to 
improve the quality of life. This attitude of the people has given a wide space for the 
development of clubs and other associations in modern life. People who come to this 
kind of association poses an ultimate goal, that is nothing else but entertainment. 
Therefore to give them the best result is the aim of every club and associations. To 
help the clubs and association to achieve the same and raise their business to higher 
levels we introduce you to our club and management system. The fully integrated club 
management solutions, which can build and enrich member relationships, increase 
revenues and decrease costs. Adding efficiency and accuracy it also helps to keep track 
of member profiles with electronic card management, email & SMS solutions, handle 
activities like canteen, membership management, health clubs and much more. We 
provide a total club / fitness center solution, with every application integrated into the 
back-office Accounting system to improve client service and increase revenue.

CLUB / SPORTS MANAGEMENT
Seamless Interface for Clubs and Fitness Centre

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Member profile management
• Member electronic card management
• Subscription / Charge processing
• Invoice processing
• Inventory management
• Interactive accounting tools
• Restaurant / Canteen management
• Fixed asset management

• Email and SMS solutions
• Point of Sale
• Rentals and Special events
• Facility scheduling and Management
• Access control / Video surveillance
• Photo ID Creation
• Security and Data safety
• Integrated finance & HR
• MIS Reports

Smoothly Maintain
 Your Guild
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SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

School is the basic and fundamental institution of a society that marks its future. 
It doesn’t only aim at educating the child but also developing an individual’s skill, 
talents and mold his/her personality. An up to date management of a student’s 
progress in curriculum enables to mark and develop his/her skills and also thereby 
the progress of the institution. Foreseeing the better and a glorious future of the 
blooming buds of our world, we made a systematic innovation “eBird Web School”. 
eBird- Web School is a complete student information system in cloud. User friendly 
School ERP for the next generation of education institutions eBird-Web School 
is multi-purpose school management software which is used by thousands of 
educational institutions worldwide for all administration, management and learning 
related activities. Use eBird-Web School management information system to 
manage students, teachers, employees, courses and all the system and process 
related to running your institute efficiently.

SALIENT FEATURES (Online & Offline)
• Admission
• Attendance
• Students records management
• Students diary management
• Fee management
• Time table
• Examination & Certification

The Technology Integrated Academic Solution

• Inventory management
• Library management
• Transport management
• Integrated Email, SMS, GPS / GPRS Solutions 
• HR and Payroll
• Financial reports
• Integrated Finance & HR
• MIS ReportsBring Fruitful Prospect

 To Your Institution
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GARAGE & SERVICE CENTRE
MANAGEMENT

Mode of transportation is experiencing a drastic advancement in today’s world. 
Maintaining the ride is therefore an inevitable obligation of a rider as well as 
for automobile service centers. The innumerable service centers have created 
a competition in the field and therefore a better maintenance and progressive 
running is indispensable for better results of the firm. As a result we familiarize to 
you a perfect Garage & Service Centre Management solution. This robust system is 
designed for entrepreneurs wishing to provide a high quality car wash service in a 
virtually untapped market and is also designed to control all areas of activity within 
Service and Body shop environments. The Solution facilitates the customization 
option that accommodates your unique set of needs. It helps the management in 
preparing regular management reporting information as well as enacts systems for 
cash management, inventory ordering, book keeping, complaints handling, routine 
cleaning & maintenance procedures. The system will allow the printing of various 
documents at point of sales service invoices; credit notes, job cards, estimates, 
picking slips; requisition and notifications of deposit received.

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Client / Vehicle / Equipment data management
• Preventive & Post maintenance management
• Service scheduler & Reminders
• Service booking
• The WIP Screen
 Screen options & Lookups
 Search tools and New product selection
• Routine service operations
• Courtesy cars
 Making the booking
 Amending or Cancelling a booking
 Starting the loan / Ending the loan
• Creating new customers and Vehicles
 Updating vehicle details from the WIP screen
 New vehicles for existing customer
 Transferring vehicles between customers
• Other Point of Sale operations
• Credit notes
• Estimates and Pro forma invoices
• Estimates / Pro forma
• Sublet orders
• CRM

A further Care to Your Ride

Watch Over 
 Your Ride



MANPOWER CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

In a fast paced, unpredictable market place, organizations must be able to react quickly. Increasingly 
employers are utilizing contingent workforce strategies to provide flexibility. Helping one to find his/ 
her sustenance is a blissful service. Though, supplying of manpower is a challenging task. It also 
has to be maintained efficiently and thoughtfully. The constraints of time, qualification, experience 
of the personnel and many formalities should be confronted and resolved while providing apt 
personnel to an organization. To overcome these barriers we come across with an ultimate solution. 
This Software is especially designed for those organizations who supplies suitable manpower at 
right place, at right time for right task. Manpower’s are allocated in consideration of specific set 
of responsibility based on their skill set, expertise and acumen level for periodic basis as weekly, 
monthly, based on project requirement. This tailor-made solution helps in simplifying business 
processes and lays a foundation for the growth in future and covers all the transactions of the firms 
that are into contractual hiring of manpower.

A Complete Solution Delineating the Manpower Contracting to Next Level

SALIENT FEATURES:
• Employee agreement creation 
• Employee expertise’s details
• Current employee status information 
• Attachment of other documents to the agreement 
• Agreement summary information
• Printing agreement 
• Employee search 
• Employee return details 
• Employee renewal facility 
• Employee replacement facility
• Employee transfer / Termination  

• Agreement settlement 
• Employee schedules (Booking) facility 
• Employee status editor 
• User management 
• Cash memo / Invoice creation 
• Credit, Debit note facility 
• Employee transfer entry 
• Employee inactive entry
• Expense allocation
• Payment receipt 
• Database backup facility etc… 

Enhance Your Excellence
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